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Insight, Innovation, and Integration 

Experimental tools to model cell-tissue interactions will likely lead the way to new ways to both 

understand and treat cancer.  While the mechanical properties and regulation of invasion have been 

recently studied for tumor cells, these have received less attention in the context of tumor vascular 

dynamics.  This paper explores the interaction of endothelial cells with extracellular matrix structures 

found in blood vessels. We have utilized microfabrication to create such structures in collagen hydrogel 

and demonstrated novel cellular sensing, remodeling, and invasion of the surrounding tissues ranging 

from normal to tumor. Furthermore, this report discusses the role of sharp vs curved structures, 

mechanical forces, local variation in geometry in soft and stiff structures in driving cell invasion.  
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Hydrogel Structures  
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a
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‡b 

Experimental tools to model cell-tissue interactions will likely lead the way to new ways to both understand and treat 

cancer.  While the mechanical properties and regulation of invasion have been recently studied for tumor cells, these have 

received less attention in the context of tumor vascular dynamics.  In this article, we have investigated the interaction 

between the surfaces of structures encountered by endothelial cells invading their surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM) 

during angiogenesis. For this purpose, we have fabricated round and sharp geometries with various curvature and 

sharpness indices in collagen hydrogel at a wide range of stiffness to mimic different microenvironments varying from 

normal to tumor tissues. We have then cultured endothelial cells on these structures to investigate the bi-directional 

interaction between the cells and ECM. We have observed that cell invasion frequency is higher from the structures with 

the highest sharpness and curvature index, while interestingly the dependence of invasion on local micro-geometry is 

strongest for the highest density matrices. Notably, structures with the highest invasion length are linked with higher 

deformation of side structures, which may be related to traction force-activated signaling suggesting further investigation. 

We have noted that round structures are more favorable for cell adhesion and in some cases round structures drive cell 

invasion faster than sharp ones.  These results highlight the ability of endothelial cells to sense small variations in ECM 

geometry, and to respond with a balance of matrix invasion as well as deformation, with potential implications for 

feedback mechanisms that may enhance vascular abnormality in response to tumor-induced ECM alterations. 

Introduction 

In tissue engineering, collagen hydrogels are used extensively 

as scaffolds to model the extracellular matrix (ECM) due to the 

abundance of collagen as the most prevalent ECM protein in 

the human body. Moreover, it is convenient to adjust the 

chemical and mechanical characteristics of collagen hydrogel 
1, 

2
 and to investigate cell invasion in physiologically relevant 3D 

microenvironments 
3, 4

.  Many studies have investigated the 

role of molecular signaling driven by soluble proteins such as 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth 

factor (FGF), and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), which 

have underpinned the standard paradigm of tumor 

angiogenesis and the angiogenic switch 
5-8

. However, recent 

evidence suggests that mechanical cues likely play an equally 

important role in several aspects of tumor progression. 

Mechanical cues such as matrix density, pore size, and fiber 

thickness regulate many cell behaviors. A dense matrix of 

fibrous collagen indicates a high risk for breast cancer 

metastasis 
9, 10

. Small pores permit cell attachment and permit 

faster but limited cell motility whereas large pores are better 

suited for long-range cell motility 
11, 12

. Furthermore, the role 

of matrix stiffness and pore size have previously been studied 

independently. It has been shown that decreasing the 

confinement size by decreasing the channel width for a given 

ECM stiffness enhances the cell migration while increasing the 

ECM stiffness increases the cell migration through the same 

confinement effect 
13

.  However the independent effects are a 

challenge to decouple, and the exact role of more complex 

aspects of the ECM structural microenvironment remain 

unclear.   

In terms of substrate topography, studies have shown that cell 

migration speed and direction depend on the curvature of the 

surface 
14

. Geometrical cues play a role in determining the 

position of new branching sites from pre-existing mammary 

epithelial cells 
15

 and tumor cell invasion has been investigated 

from different positions within mammary ducts 
4
; however, 

the relevance to tumor vascular networks, which are 

characterized by complex branching structures, has not been 

demonstrated clearly.   Moreover, blood vessel diameters in 

tumor environments are uneven and vary in size abruptly and 

abnormally compared to those in healthy blood vessels 
16

.  In 

our previous work, we have observed that local ECM cues in 

certain contexts may override more traditional chemical 

drivers of endothelial cell (EC) invasion, however, analyzing the 

mechanisms has remained a challenge due to limited ability to 

control the ECM topography presented to cells 
17

  Additionally, 

the mechanism by which the curvature index, which 
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represents the topography of the basement membrane of 

blood vessels, impacts EC invasion has rarely been studied.  

The traditional methods to study EC-tissue interactions have 

involved seeding cells within or on top of scaffolds made from 

natural ECM hydrogels (e.g. matrigel, collagen, fibronectin), or 

synthetic polymeric scaffolds (e.g. poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid 

(PLGA) or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)) 
18, 19

.  These platforms 

typically do not contain complex gradients or heterogeneity 

that is essential to regulate relevant cellular phenotypes such 

as migration or invasion.  While in vivo studies provide a higher 

degree of physiological relevance, dynamic experiments are 

challenging.  Also, generally in vivo models provide 

correlations rather than causal information regarding the role 

of the microenvironment in regulating invasion dynamics, due 

to an inability to define or tune key microenvironment 

parameters in living systems.  Microfluidic blood vessel models 

can provide a high degree of physiological relevance as well as 

the potential for dynamic, causal studies.  These have been 

developed using either lithographic top-down or sacrificial 

methods to define template channels coated with ECs as 

biomimetic vessels; however, these studies have been mainly 

focused on simple structures including rectangular geometries 

and straight vessels 
20-23

.  

In this paper, we have investigated the effect of different 

microscale topographies formed in collagen hydrogel on EC 

migration and capillary formation. We have fabricated a set of 

sharp and round structures that mimic the geometries in blood 

vessels such as the tube and branching sites over a wide 

variety of stiffness to model tissues with different mechanical 

properties.  Our approach takes full advantage of the ability to 

control, with high precision, the topological microenvironment 

of tissues. We have furthermore characterized the cell invasion 

process by measuring the average sprout length and invasion 

frequency. Finally, we have investigated the cell-ECM 

interaction of ECs with sharp and round structures revealing 

new bi-directional regulation between the ECM microstructure 

and EC invasion. Such technology will enable in vitro definition, 

at an unprecedented spatial resolution, of 3D tissue 

geometries that mimic the complex structures found in vivo. 

These platforms will enable detailed studies of the interaction 

between mechanical and chemical cues in tumor processes 

such as angiogenesis and metastasis, as well as the effect of 

cancer drugs in targeting these processes in a physiologically 

relevant context. 

Materials and methods 

Collagen hydrogel 

Collagen extraction. Collagen type I was obtained from rat tail 

tendon under sterile conditions as described previously 
24

. In 

brief, rat tails were dissected and the tendons were extracted 

and processed in 0.1% acetic acid at 4
o
C for 48 hours. The 

collagen solution was purified by high-speed centrifugation 

(Avanti J-25, Beckman Coulter, CA, USA) at ×15,000g for 90 

minutes. The solution was then placed at -20
o
C overnight and 

subsequently lyophilized for 48 hours until complete dryness 

and kept at -20
o
C until reconstitution for 3D cell culture 

experiments. 

  

Collagen hydrogel preparation. Collagen hydrogel was made 

at a final concentration of 5, 7.5, and 10mg/ml from the stock 

solution of 7.5, 11.25, and 15mg/ml, respectively. This range of 

collagen hydrogel concentration spans a mechanical stiffness 

including both normal and tumor tissues according to number 

of publications 
25-27

. Collagen solution and the diluent media 

consisting of Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) 10× 

(0.1 × final volume neutralized collagen), NaOH (volume of 

collagen × 0.02), and DMEM 1× (as much as necessary to 

adjust the final desired collagen mass fraction) were separately 

prepared on ice.  The diluent media was pipetted in the 

collagen solution and gently mixed with a small, sterilized 

spatula to avoid the formation of bubbles. Once the collagen 

solution was neutralized, as determined roughly by the color 

of the phenol red dye in the media, and confirmed with pH 

paper, it was dispensed on the cover glass with the 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) supports on the side, and cast 

against a PDMS stamp which imprinted the microstructures 

into the hydrogel.  First, the neutralized collagen solutions 

were pre-incubated at 4
o
C to facilitate the assembly of fiber 

molecules and then incubated at 37
o
C to cross-link the fibers.  

All the hardware and accessories including the PDMS stamp 

were kept on ice prior to pre-incubation to prevent immature 

collagen cross-linking. As the density of collagen fibers 

increased, the pre-incubation time was also increased to allow 

enough time for the molecular assembly of fibers.
28, 29

 We pre-

incubated 5mg/ml collagen solutions for 1 hour and both 

7.5mg/ml and 10mg/ml collagen solutions for 3 hours. 

 

Cell culture 

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) (Lonza, MD, 

USA) were cultured in EGM2 basal media supplemented with a 

growth factor bullet kit (Lonza). HUVECs were seeded at 

200cells/mm
2 

on the collagen hydrogel devices between 

passages 3–4 to yield a rapid monolayer 
25

. After formation of 

a confluent monolayer on the hydrogel surface (~48 hours), 

hVEGF165 (10ng/ml) (Cell Signaling Technology, MA, USA) and 

12-O-Tetradecanoylphorbol-13-Acetate (TPA) (40ng/ml) (Cell 

Signaling Technology) were added as previously reported 
17

. 

Cell media and growth factors were changed every 48 hours 

during the experiment. 5mg/ml hydrogel devices were fixed 48 

hours after the addition of the growth factors (VEGF and TPA). 

This time for 7.5mg/ml and 10mg/ml hydrogel devices was 

increased to 72 hours. 

 

Immunofluorescence staining 

Cells and collagen fibers were fixed at room temperature for 

20 minutes with 10% buffered formalin (Fisher Scientific). 

Between each step, the samples were washed 3 times with 

PBS for 5 minutes each rinse. They were permeabilized by 

submerging in Superblock blocking buffer in phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) (Thermo Scientific) at room temperature 

for 2 hours while gently shaking on an orbital shaker. In the 
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first stage, they were incubated with primary mouse 

monoclonal anti-collagen I (Abcam, MA, USA) (1:1000) and 

rabbit monoclonal VE-Cadherin antibody (Cell Signaling 

Technology) (1:250) at 4
o
C overnight.   In the second stage, 

they were incubated with anti-mouse Alexa Flour 546 (Life 

Technologies) (1:250) to stain the fibers, DAPI (Life 

Technologies) (1:5000) to stain the nuclei, and anti-rabbit 

Alexa Flour 488 (Life Technologies) (1:250) to stain cell-cell 

junctions at room temperature for 1 hour. To stain the actin 

filaments, in the second stage, cells were alternately incubated 

with Phalloidin Alexa Flour 488 (Life Technologies) (1:250) 

excluding the anti VE-Cadherin stain. 

 

Hydrogel structure fabrication 

The structures were first fabricated in silicon utilizing deep 

reactive ion etching (DRIE) (AMS 100, France) as we have 

previously published 
30

.  Utilizing soft lithography, the PDMS 

stamps with the negative replica of structures were fabricated.  

The stamps were treated with oxygen plasma (Harrick-Plasma, 

NY, USA) and coated with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 

30 minutes at room temperature and kept on ice under sterile 

conditions in a biosafety cabinet. This makes the PDMS surface 

non-adhesive to collagen hydrogel. Neutralized collagen 

solutions with a final concentration of 5mg/ml, 7.5mg/ml, and 

10mg/ml were made from concentrated collagen stock 

solutions and kept in separate microtubes on ice. The BSA 

from the PDMS stamps was aspirated and replaced with a 

~50µl drop of neutralized collagen. As 7.5mg/ml and 10mg/ml 

collagen solutions are highly viscous, when the collagen drops 

are poured on the PDMS structures, bubbles may form 

between the PDMS structures and the collagen hydrogel. To 

remove these potential bubbles from the structures and 

hydrogel drops, 7.5mg/ml and 10mg/ml hydrogel devices were 

placed on a beaker filled with ice. The beakers were sealed 

with perforated parafilm and placed under house vacuum for 

about 2 minutes.  Then, the neutralized collagen solution is 

pipetted on to a coverslip with two strips of PDMS support on 

both sides to hold the collagen solution, and the PDMS stamps 

with structures were cast against the collagen solution. 

 

Cell invasion characterization and analysis 

The cell invasion progress was monitored and captured by live 

imaging utilizing an inverted optical microscope (Axio 

Observer.Z1, Carl-Zeiss) equipped with an incubation chamber 

with a 10× objective lens.  Each hydrogel device was imaged 

right before cell seeding and then every 24 hours until fixation. 

In order to characterize the cell invasion progress from the 

structures of interest, we measured cell invasion frequency 

and cell invasion length utilizing Zen Lite 2012 software (Carl-

Zeiss). The number of sprouts was counted from each 

structure (from the tip to the edge of structures). Structures 

with no sprouts (zero count) were also included in the 

measurement. Cell invasion length was measured by the ruler 

feature of the Zen Lite software. Because the cells are lying on 

the sidewall of the microchannel, the aforementioned 

parameters could be simply measured as they were imaged 

from the top utilizing the inverted optical microscope. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Cell invasion frequency and average length were expressed as 

mean with the standard error of the mean (SEM). One-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s honest significant difference (JMP 

Software) was performed to find significant difference 

between the cell invasion length results. Chi-square test with 

Poisson distribution (JMP Software) was performed to find 

significant differences between the cell invasion frequency 

results. Differences were considered statistically significant for 

(*** p < 0.001, ** p<0.01, and * p<0.05) with level of 

significance α=0.05. 

Results 

Collagen hydrogel structure fabrication 

Three sets of round and sharp structures with different 

curvature and sharpness indices were designed and fabricated 

in collagen hydrogel. The curved structures are comprised of 

semi-elliptic structures with minor radius (b) and major radius 

(a), with corresponding curvature index of b/a
2
 and a/b

2
 on the 

tip and side of the structures, as shown in Figure 1.a. On the 

other hand, the sharp structures are comprised of flat surfaces 

on the sides while intersecting each other with angle (θ) on the 

tip as shown in Figure 1.b.  As shown in Figure 1.a-b, cells were 

seeded on the structures, along with the top and bottom of 

the channels. Cells on the curved structures sense the 

curvature index between b/a
2
 and a/b

2
, and on the sharp 

structures sense the flat surfaces with angle (θ) on the tip. 

Table 1 provides the dimension, curvature index, and angle of 

the fabricated structures. Topography a contains round (Ra) 

and sharp (Sa) structures with x=100µm and y=50µm, 

Topography b contains round (Rb) and sharp (Sb) structures 

with x= 100µm and y=125µm, and Topography c contains 

round (Rc) and sharp (Sc) structures with x= 100µm and 

y=250µm. Spacing between adjacent structures in all 

topographies is 150µm. Each device contains five topographies 

from each set of round and sharp structures docked along a 

500µm-wide and 95µm-deep microchannel (Figure 2.a-c). 

Furthermore, Table 2 shows the polymerization conditions of 

hydrogel devices with different concentrations, as well as the 

depth of the hydrogel microchannel, and fabrication yield. The 

depth of the hydrogel channel was calculated by seeding 

fluorescent micro-beads on the hydrogel devices, and 

measuring the difference between the point of focus of 

microbeads on the top and the bottom of microchannels by 

using an inverted microscope (Axio Observer.Z1, Carl-Zeiss, 

Germany). For cell seeding experiments, we used collagen 

hydrogel topographies whose curvature and sharpness indices 

were within 10% of those of the silicon template. As shown in 

Table 1, the yield for 5mg/ml concentration was 70% while 

yields for 7.5mg/ml and 10mg/ml were more than 90%. 
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Figure 1. Orientation of seeded cells with respect to and dimension of fabricated 

structures on (a) sharp and (b) curved structures.  

Cell sensing and remodeling of collagen hydrogel 

Figure 3 shows the confocal images of structures Sa, Sc, Ra, and Rc with 

developed neo-vessels from the tip of the structures. We note that in all 

four images, the neo-vessels were formed from the regions having higher 

curvature or sharpness indices. These parameters were chosen so that cells 

sense structures with a wide range of sharpness (from flat surfaces to sharp 

angels) and curvature (semi- ellipse structures with various curvature 

indices). Figure 4.a-b shows the micrograph of structure Sa right after 

fabrication and 3 days after fabrication without the presence of cells. As 

evident, the structures have not shown any sign of degradation. Figure 4.c 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Micrographs of fabricated structures in 7.5mg/ml collagen hydrogel for 

structures (a) Sa and Ra, (b) Sb and Rb, and (c) Sc and Rc, and the confocal images of 

collagen fiber orientation around Sb for (d) 5mg/ml, (e) 7.5mg/ml, and (f) 10mg/ml 

hydrogel devices utilizing an 25× objective lens, and zoomed-in view of collagen fibers 

of (g) 5mg/ml, (h) 7.5mg/ml, and (i) 10mg/ml hydrogel devices. scale bar: 150µm for (a-

c) and 50µm for (d-f). Frame size approx. 70µm×70µm for (g-i). 

shows the micrograph of the same structures with cell seeding after 3 days 

(1 day after the addition of growth factor). As evident, the cell-cell 

attachment has started to deform the junctions and side of the structures. 

In more details, Figure 4.d-f shows this phenoneman with the help of the 

confocal microscopy. These images show the structures Sa, Sb, and Sc  

(collagen fibers shown in red) 1 day after the addition of the growth factors 

to the cell media with overlay images of the hydrogel structures before cell 

culturing (collagen fibers shown in white). As the images suggest, the ECM 

has been deformed from the end sides which has resulted in an increase in 

the collagen fiber density at those locations (saturated red color). The 

structures with the highest shaprness and curvature index have suffered 

larger alteration of collagen micropatterned structures (shown with green 

arrows). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table .1 Dimension of fabricated structures and the curvature and sharpness index of round and sharp structures.  

a 2b axial ratio 

(a/b) 

angle (θ) / 

curvature index (C.I.) 

Topography a 
Sharp a (Sa) 

100µm 

50µm 4 
θ = 28

o
 

Round a (Ra) C.I. min= 0.0025, max=0.16 

Topography b 
Sharp b (Sb) 

125µm 1.6 
θ = 65

o
 

Round b (Rb) C.I. min= 0.0062, max=0.025 

Topography c 
Sharp c (Sc) 

250µm 0.8 
θ = 100

o
 

Round c (Rc) C.I. min= 0.0064, max=0.0125 

 
Table 2 Summary of fabrication parameters and conditions of hydrogel structures for different stiffness. Yield was determined as the 

percentage of hydrogel devices fabricated within 90% pattern transfer accuracy from the original silicon structures. 

 5mg/ml 7.5mg/ml 10mg/ml 

Mold treatment No treatment Under vacuum 

Polymerization 

Pre-incubation 

Incubation 

 

4
o
C for 1 hour 

37
o
C for 1 hour 

 

4
o
C for 3 hours 

37
o
C for 1 hour 

z (depth) =  

(measured D, SD) 

67.7µm, 6.8 µm 71.7µm, 3.9 µm 68.8µm, 3.1 µm 

Yield (within 10% limit) ~70% ~90% ~90%  
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Figure 3. Confocal images of cell invasion through collagen hydrogel structures for (a) 

Sa, (b) Sc, (c) Ra, and (d) Rc. [red: collagen fibers, blue: nuclei, and green: VE-Cadherin]. 

scale bar: 50µm. 

Collagen hydrogel structures mediate cell invasion 

Figure 5 shows the graph of endothelial cell invasion frequency 

and length for the hydrogel devices. Invasion length and 

frequency were measured after 2 days for 5mg/ml and 

7.5mg/ml devices, and 3 days for 7.5mg/ml and 10mg/ml 

devices. For all cases, we did not find any significant difference 

between the invasion frequency within the same sharpness 

index category (e.g, within Topography a, b or c).  However, 

the more common trend (which was not statistically 

significant) was towards a higher invasion frequency for the 

round as opposed to the sharp structures.  To facilitate the 

comparison between index groups, the results from the same 

index category group were merged and compared with other 

groups (e.g., Topography a vs Topography b). For instance, in 

5mg/ml hydrogel devices, we did not find any significant 

difference between Sa and Ra, but the invasion frequency of 

(Sa and Ra) was significantly higher compared to (Sb and Rb). 

For 5mg/ml devices (6 devices; 30 samples for each structure), 

we observed that cell invasion frequency was significantly 

higher for Topography a compared to Topography b and c (Fig 

5.a). For 7.5mg/ml devices (4 devices; 20 structures from 

each), after 2 days, cell invasion frequency was significantly 

higher for Topography a compared to Topography b and 

Topography c (Fig 5.b), and after 3 days, cell invasion 

frequency remained significantly higher for Topography a 

compared to Topography b but not Topography c (Fig 5.e). For 

10mg/ml devices (5 devices; 25 structures from each), cell 

invasion frequency was significantly higher for Topography a 

compared to Topography c (Fig 5.f) but not Topography b. The 

invasion length for 5mg/ml and 7.5mg/ml devices did not 

result in any significant difference between various structures 

(Fig 5.c-d,g), however, these differences were significant at 10 

mg/ml, with the wider structures driving longer invasions (Fig 

5.h). Furthermore, it can be observed that the cell invasion  

Figure 4. Micrograph of 7.5mg/ml collagen hydrogel structures (a) after fabrication, (b) 

3 days after fabrication, (c) 3 days after cell seeding (1 day after the addition of growth 

factors). The confocal images of hydrogel structure deformation by cell-cell traction 

forces on the edge of structures for (d) Sa, (e) Sb, and (f) Sc. [red: collagen fibers after 

cell seeding, white: collagen fibers before cell seeding, blue: nuclei, and green: Actin]. 

scale bar: 50µm. 

length for the corresponding structures is higher from the 

softer hydrogel devices while they were measured at the same 

time point (e.g, 5mg/ml and 7.5mg/ml devices after 2 days, 

and 7.5mg/ml and 10mg/ml devices after 3 days) (Fig 5.c-d, g-

h). As it has been shown already that softer hydrogel 

substrates lead to increased EC invasion 
25, 31, 32

, we will focus 

the following result and analysis sections on the EC invasion 

from 5mg/ml devices fixed after 2 days, and 7.5mg/ml and 

10mg/ml devices fixed after 3 days. Where we have cross-

compared the invasion frequency or length, we have done so 

using the same time-points. Figure 6 shows the micrograph of 

collagen hydrogel structures with HUVECs at the final 

concentration of 5mg/ml, 7.5mg/ml, and 10mg/ml. Each image 

includes a zoom-in inset that shows the structure of interest 

along with new sprouts. 

 

Structure sensing versus cell invasion 

As the confocal images show in Figure 7.a-d, the round 

surfaces (Ra and Rc) are more favorable than sharp structures 

(Sa and Sc) for cell attachment. Cells on the wall of sharp 

structures form an arc to bypass the sharp tip whereas the 

cells fully sense the round structure during the initial phase of 

growth and proliferation.  We compared the cell invasion 

length and invasion frequency from Sa and Ra for 7.5mg/ml 

devices, 2 days after the addition of growth factors, before the 

cell sprouts become so long that there would be no significant 

difference between them for comparison (because of 

saturation of average length)  (Fig 7.e (i) & (ii)). While there 

was no significant difference for invasion length or frequency 

between the two structures, the trend was towards Ra 

maintaining a higher average invasion length and frequency. In 

order to evaluate which structures promote cell invasion faster 

in terms of producing longer neo-vessels, we measured the 
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number of sprouts which were above and below average 

(51.8µm) for both groups (each 20 structures) since smaller 

neo-vessels are continuously being produced after the 

addition of growth factors.  As shown in the graph in Figure 7.e 

(iii), when analyzed in this way the round structures (Ra) 

produced longer neo-vessels than the sharp structures (Sa), 

with a statistically significant difference (p<0.01).   

 

Cells sensing local curvature and sharpness indices 

Each structure within a hydrogel device consists of multiple 

sub-regions with different local curvature or sharpness indices. 

Curved structures are in fact a semi-elliptical structure with 

variable curvature indices along their perimeter. In 

Topography a, the sub-region with the highest curvature 

region is located on the tip whereas in structures c, the sub-

regions with the highest curvature are located on the sides. On 

the other hand, the sharp structures consist of side flat sub-

regions and a sharp turn on the tip. Figure 8.a-d (i) shows the 

sites of low- and high-index curved and sharp regions for 

Topography a and Topography c, along with the neo-vessels, 

which are marked with white and orange dash circles, 

respectively.  For structures Sa, Ra, Sc, and Rc, we assumed 

the radius of the yellow circles centered on the tip of the 

structures, which represent the sub-regions of high 

curvature/sharpness indices to be 40µm, 40µm, 50µm, and 

70µm.  Outside these sub-regions, we considered that the 

invasion was initiated from the sub-regions with lower 

curvature/sharpness index.   Figure 8.a-d (ii) shows pie charts 

of neo-vessel distribution across different sub-regions of 

curved and sharp structures for 5mg/ml, 7.5mg/ml, and 

10mg/ml hydrogel devices for Sa, Ra, Sc, and Rc, respectively. 

In Figure 5.a-b and 5.e-f, it was shown that Topography a (Sa 

and Ra), which includes the structures with the highest 

curvature/sharpness index, produces more neo-vessels 

compared to the other topographies.  Here, within the same 

structure group, it is shown that cell invasion is observed more 

from the sharper sub-regions or sub-regions with the higher 

curvature index. As evident in Figure 8.a (ii) and Figure 8.b (ii), 

on the structures Sa and Sc, the majority of neo-vessels were 

formed from the sharp tip of the structures. Likewise, as 

shown in Figure 8.c (ii), on the structures Ra, the majority of 

neo-vessels were formed from the tip of the structures where 

the curvature index is the highest.  However, in structures Rc 

the cell invasion was distributed equally across the perimeter 

as shown in Figure 8.d (ii). 

 

Discussion 
In this study, we have explored the interaction of ECs with 

sharp and curved geometries in terms of ECM sensing, 

remodeling and invasion.  We observed the highest invasion 

frequency for the narrower ECM structures over all of our 

experiments, while this frequency was reduced at higher 

collagen concentrations.  Both of these observations are as 

expected based on our prior observations of enhanced EC 

invasion in the sharp corners of microchannels 
17

, as well as 

observations by ourselves and others on the inhibition of EC 

invasion in denser hydrogel 
25, 31, 32

.  However, we observed a 

trend towards higher invasion rates for the round versus sharp 

structures of the same width, although this was not 

statistically significant.  We believe this may be related to our 

observation that during the initial phase of cell adhesion, 

round structures were more favorable for cell attachment than 

sharp structures.  We furthermore, interestingly, observed the 

strongest dependence of invasion length on micro-geometry 

for the highest density collagen.  Additionally, cell-cell 

attachment force on the edges of the collagen hydrogel 

structures deformed those structures locally.  All of these 

latter observations suggest a balance between collagen 

restructuring versus invasion resulting in a complex 

dependence of invasion length on ECM density and structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The graph of cell invasion frequency measured after 2 days for structures Sa, 

Sb, Sc, Ra, Rb, and Rc for (a) 5mg/ml, (b) 7.5mg/ml, and cell invasion length for the 

same time period and structures for (c) 5mg/ml, (d) 7.5mg/ml, and cell invasion 

frequency measured after 3 days for (e) 7.5mg/ml (f) 10mg/ml hydrogel devices, and 

cell invasion length for the same time period for (g) 7.5mg/ml (h) 10mg/ml hydrogel 

devices. (*** p < 0.001, ** p<0.01, and * p<0.05) 
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Figure 6. Micrograph images of cell invasion from structures Sa, Sb, Sc, Ra, Rb, and Rc. for (i) 5mg/ml hydrogel devices, fixed 48 hours (ii) 7.5mg/ml hydrogel devices, fixed 72 

hours, and (iii) 10mg/ml hydrogel devices fixed 72 hours after addition of the growth factor. In most cases cell invasion is developed from the sharp or curved tip of the structures. 

scale bar: 100µm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Confocal images of cell attachment on round and sharp structures on 7.5mg/ml hydrogel devices for structures (a) Sa, (b) Sc, (c) Ra, and (d) Rc 24 hours after cell 

culturing. scale bar: 50µm, (e) invasion frequency and length for Sa and Ra 48 hours after addition of growth factors, and (f) invasion frequency for Sa and Ra for below and above 

average cell invasion length.  [red: collagen fibers, blue: nuclei, and green: actin filaments]. 
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Previous studies have shown that regions of tumor cell 

invasion were correlated with high mechanical stress from the 

tumor sites 
4
. Traction forces at the invasion site have also 

been demonstrated to be associated with local proteolytic 

activity, facilitating the cancer cell invasion via matrix 

degradation 
33, 34

.  In our current work, this cell-cell and cell-

ECM attachment might induce such traction forces that 

enhance the cell invasion process in nearby structures where 

higher local cell density mediated by sharpness and curvature 

index results in an ECM that is more amenable to invasion.  As 

noted previously, we observed the higher traction force 

adjacent to regions where we observed the higher cell 

invasion. In future work, the impact of such forces can be 

investigated by varying the geometry on the edges of the 

structures while maintaining the curvature and sharpness 

indices constant where cells have previously been observed to 

initiate invasion.  

One factor that might affect the cell invasion length among 

different structures is that the growth factors might not be 

equally distributed if the cell invasion density is not the same 

across all structures.  For instance, it was observed that there 

are more cell sprouts from Topography a than Topography c, 

while Topography c maintain even larger surface area.  This 

means that in Topography c, a smaller number of cell sprouts 

have more room to grow while there will be less competition 

for growth factors among the sprouts.  Furthermore, the 

progress of cell invasion and growth of the sprouts is a 

continuous phenomenon that starts right after the addition of 

the growth factors until the cells are fixed. Therefore, the 

average invasion length is biased downwards by the newly 

formed vessels.  However, the structures that promote cell 

invasion should contain longer neo-vessels. At early time-

points, this difference might be very small, yet as time passes 

and the number of neo-vessels increases, there might not be 

any noticeable difference between the length of neo-vessels.  

Our preliminary attempts to remove this bias by binning of 

above versus below average length sprouts in one particular 

case (7.5mg/ml hydrogel devices fixed 48 hours after addition 

of growth factors) suggested that within one curvature and 

sharpness group, round structures promote cell invasion 

earlier in the process than the sharp structures, resulting in 

longer than average invasion lengths persisting at later times. 

The slower invasion process from this sharp structure might be 

attributed to the additional time and energy cells spend on 

remodeling and attaching to the sharp structures, and also 

may help explain the observed trend of higher invasion 

frequency for round versus sharp structures. 

We have demonstrated experimentally that cell invasion 

frequency is dependent on geometrical cues, and geometries 

with the highest curvature/sharpness index produced more 

neo-vessels. For 7.5mg/ml devices, cell invasion frequency was 

significantly higher from Topography a (narrowest) than 

Topography b (intermediate width) and Topography c 

(widest) (Fig 5.b) after 2 days, and from Topography a 

(narrowest) than just Topography b (intermediate width) 

after 3 days (Fig 5.e).  For 10mg/ml devices, cell invasion 

frequency was significantly higher for Topography a compared 

to Topography c (widest) after 3 days (Fig 5.f). These results 

suggest that with increasing time, the cell invasion 

dependency on curvature/sharpness index decreases (Fig 5.b, 

5.e), therefore these differences may be most relevant to early 

stages of sprouting and neovessel formation. Furthermore, we 

can argue that the curvature/sharpness index is playing a 

larger role than surface area in driving cell invasion from the 

stiffer substrate (Fig 5.e, 5.f) since Topography c has higher 

surface area but lower surface curvature than Topography b. 

Furthermore, as noted, we observe the largest variation in 

invasion length with geometry for the stiffest ECM, e.g. for 

10mg/ml devices the average invasion length from 

Topography c was higher compared to other structures (Fig 

5.h).  These observations indicate that by increasing the 

mechanical stiffness of the ECM, the cell invasion dependency 

on curvature and sharpness configuration increases. This might 

be partially attributed to the low number of cell sprouts 

competing for cell media and growth factors within 

Topography c., however additional mechanisms related to 

effects such as traction forces and matrix restructuring should 

be examined in future work, while microfluidic channel feeding 

may be used to remove compounding variations in nutrition 

levels.  

Overall our present work provides evidence that ECs balance 

mechanical re-organization of ECM structure with cellular 

invasion, depending on curvature index and matrix 

compliance.   Such dynamic regulation of ECM by vascular 

structures has not been demonstrated previously, and 

suggests that there may be complex feedback loops between 

ECM structure and geometry and vascular dynamics that could 

provide therapeutic targets, or else lead to uncontrolled tumor 

growth if left unchecked.  Our observation of enhanced 

dependence of sprout length on local ECM micro-geometry at 

higher versus lower tissue density may also have important 

implications for our understanding of the leaky, tortuous, 

branching, and generally highly disordered vasculature 

observed in dense tumor tissue.  Our platforms will enable a 

unique exploration of the transition in EC dynamics from 2D to 

3D geometries in terms of alteration in cell morphology and 

focal adhesion dynamics as well as studies of the molecular 

signaling regulating the observed cell dynamics 
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Figure 8.  Cell invasion micrographs and confocal images with the distribution pie chart of cell invasion from different sites within each structure for (a) Sa, (b) Sc, (c) Ra, and (d) Rc. 

The pie chart indicates the percentile of cell invasion from high-index curved/sharp sub-regions (yellow) and low-index curved/sharp sub-regions (gray). scale bar: 100µm.

Conclusions 

In this work, we fabricated lithographically defined complex 

surfaces in collagen hydrogel to mimic the microstructures 

that vascular networks may encounter in natural ECM. The 

mechanical properties of the hydrogel structures were tuned 

to mimic a wide range of tissues from normal to tumor. We 

studied the interaction of cells with such microenvironments, 

which greatly impact the processes of cell proliferation, 

migration and development of capillary networks, all of which 

are significant factors in tumor neo-vascularization and 

growth. We found that ECs are able to fully interact with round 

microstructures at earlier time-points as compared with sharp 

ones. Furthermore, cells remodeled the microstructures with 

the higher sharpness/curvature index to a greater degree, and 

cell invasion frequency was the highest in most cases from the 

microstructures with the highest sharpness/curvature index.  

Finally we found that dependence of EC invasion distance on 

local ECM micro-geometry was the strongest at higher matrix 

density.  In summary, as stiffness increases from a softer to  

 

stiffer substrate, cell invasion frequency and length decrease 

within the same structures. While, keeping the stiffness fixed, 

as the sharpness and curvature index increase, these 

parameters increase. Furthermore, we showed that curved 

structures enhance cell invasion at early time-points.  Such 

exploration of cell-ECM interactions, and elucidation of the 

basic mechanisms may provide novel designs for vascular-

targeting cancer treatments, and potentially improve the 

performance of existing anti-vascular drugs which have been a 

major research and investment focus. 
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Endothelial cells invade through the sharp and curved structures while remodeling the side of the 

structures. 
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